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Barbara Franklin remem.bered
Barbara Franklin, 67, who served as administrative assistant to
each of the presidents of Roger Williams College, died on Dec. 15,
1989. .
_
_ .:
Mrs. Franklin, who was
an RWC employee for 41
years, saw the college grow
from the first junior
college in Rhode Islanc;t at
its original location in' the
YMCA Building in Providence to Its present status
as a ·four-year· college at
its present Bristol location.
Mrs. Franklin served as
administrative assistant to
President Charles Lincoln
Jnd to presidents Harold W
Schaughency
(.19_57),
Ralph E. Gauvey (1"964),
. Virginia Sides (1976),
William
H.
Rlzzinl
(1978), and Natale A;
Sicuro (1989).
'Born In Providence, she
lived In Warwick mOlt of
her life. Mrs. Franklin was
the daughter of the late
Harry and Ethel. (Harmon)
Watts, and the widow of
Earl L. Franklin.
She wa. . .. .,. '.Ift
honorary degree by RWC In
1974 In recognition of her

..",ice.

•

former member' of the
Warwick Singers and
leaves no immediate survlvors.
Following Is a tribute
written by William H.
Rizzinl, former president
. of Roger Williams College.

.

In addition to knowing /
One can read the facts
her
as
the key perSon with
about her life quickly.
all
the
information, you
Barbara was the daughter
of Harry· and Ethel Watts. learned quickly· that she
She was ma.rrled to Earl cared about you as a
Franklin, an' accountant, person, which, indeed, was
and they lived in Warwick. her most significant atShe was secretary to the tribute. .
_
president and 'Board of
.Throughout all her
Trustees of Roger Williams years at the college, I think
College.
everyone would say .that
She passed away on about her even though the
college grew 'insiu, from
Dec. 15 at the aae of 67.
As we know, the facts those .early days to the
Photo court••y of Public ReI.tlon.
don't tell us. very much present.
about the person. With·
In 1958, when she
Barbara's passing, all of us went for an Interview at
.know that we have lost the the former YMCA Institute,
A service WiI,lbtt he~d in, ~e~ory Qf Barbara
warmth and friendship of a , the prtdecessor I~stitutlon
Franklin today at 3:30 pm m' the Perfc;>rming Arts
truly remarkable indi- of Roger.Williams down on
Center. Gifts in memory may be made to the AWC
vidual. Everyone who knew Broad Street In Providence,
Franklin Memorial Ubra Book Fund.
.her carrlt. some very she was only looking for a
happy memories of Bar- temporaiy position which
every .board
board which allowed her to served
bara.
had been advertised as
chairman,
every
president,
continue
her
association
secretary to Mr. Lincoln,
committee
chair
every
the
college.
with
the president of the In.
st d~ree of
~~_iI1

the first person I met wa~
Barbara', Franklin.' She
sort of
me under her
wlng.- Barbara conducted
my orientation to the
school's policies and
plaetlcres. helped me order my textbooks. and
showed me the classrooms
and kept an eye on me for a
semester or so. She was
terrificl

-'rook

wherli ·she .h.ad 'been - enJlmerate ,Some 'of her . -How ~ ,e. ~able.fo acemployed. '. other responsiblfities. <She' :- cbinpHsh all -these asWell, she sayed on
served as' secretary to -signments seems 'Incredfor 41 years--and never every board since 1948 .ible. but she did them all.
went back. Barbara was
and every single committee The number of evenings she
secre-tary to presidents
of the board as well as the took work home In order to'
Lincoln, Schaughency,
college corporation. In ad- ,h.ve everything ready for
dltion, if an important that meeting the next" day
Guavey, Sides and A1uinl.
college commit.ee were was never reporttKt.,specWhen her Illness began to
relentlessly .pursue her formed, there sh~.wou~~.-: laity b~:.~er •. ~~t: ~)"~_ 12
this spring, she accepted
note pad and pen In 'h8~ . '. '. ._-;
.. , '. .\: . .,
president Sicuro's gracious
rea d y
to'
go.
.FRANKLIN PAGE 1
o~er 10 tNt- secretary to the
It can be said that she

•

I

New students to subsidize .reorgan izaUon
!JJ

Michele BlICeareUa
~....iDI EdItor

The Board of Trustees of
the college, during winter
break, approved the proposal to move from the
'present division
coordinator structure to the
reorganization of the college Into eight separate
-school$ each with Its own
dean.
What'. going on right
now
The Initial selection process for acting deans is now
taking place. The acting
deans will start one year
terms In July. A search for
permanent deans will be
going on simultaneously,
with the permanent deans
to be appointed In JUly of
1991,
The money for each of the
dean's salaries, which will
be in excess of $50,000,
according to Malcolm

Forbes, vice president of
academic affairs, .will come'
from money raised by recruiting 100 more students
to Roger Williams.
-If we Increase the numbers, it should offset the
additional -costs,- Forbes

said.
The approximately $1
million from those students' tuitions will more
'than
subsidize
the
$320,000 which will -be
needed annually to pay the
deans' salaries.
The remaining $680,00
will be used, according to
Forbes, to pay the debt
service on the library, a
fairly subs-tantlal amount
of money, he said. ~
T~e -money for the deans'
salaries will not come from
a tuition Increase, Forbes
said. -If there Is a tuitin.,
Increase, It will not be the
because of the deans', but
because of the other proj-

-

ects the college ". working
on"
..
Forbes said the separate
schools wOuld operate under the present .cterteal
staff, since, hesalet, in
most cases, right nOw' there
are two secretaries per
dlYtslon, but (we will) do
what has to be done.-Effects on campus -Llf.
One concern Is. how :the
addition of 100 students
would affect life on campus
(see related story). But
what it boils down to,
according to Fo~s, Is that
there will only be an
additional 50 to 60 dorm -or
boarding students, while
others will live off-campus
or comrnut~.
Forbes stressed that the
100 students the $chool
hopes to bring In will not
come from just the freshmen class but transfer/upperclassmen students as well.

.

Forbes

ac:knowIecitlM 1Obool.

current space crunches and
said, ·We can't put more
students on campus than
there Is room.!'.- -.- .'
One poulbll(ty. -.for
creating more 'dorm space
If the need aflses. Forbes
said, was to' clear all of the
Student Se
offICeS;
sU~h as the :De~~.-Of..~tu~:.
dents, Couns~I~.serv~,.
Co-op, etc. frOm the dorms
a~ centrally.locate them In
their own bUI!dlng. .
He also ~ ~at he ~
not think the a~di!iof1 of
1~O students Will Jeopardlze the present reputation of RWe as.~ small

HIs definition of, a
small schOOl. ·belng 1,000
to 3,500 undergraduate

students.
TIU.. _~hanQ••. "

As part of the reorganIzati~n, ForbS'S', ,-,' Vice
President McKenna and
Gary Keighlel. Dlrectpr of
I Ututional'~AdVancement
·tl~~ repe~,-a;tltle changes.
:F.ort)es'··_Utle Is now Vice
President for Academic Affairs; McKenna Is Exec-'
.utive Vice President and
KelghleY.is. Vice President
of Dev~pm:"nj. :r.~ :t~~~e
no~ comprise ttle PreiJd8nt's top. leadership team
and report directly to ,~I,~,
,

.' ,

,
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aCJg:.
,_

~~ b.~.\

.11' takes-SO' nfe 'pe-~O- p"'e'
thoir
ent'lre
,.
VI
}i~~~.' '1~'~' ur,~ o~t what they want to
••;w It;.. ~
'\
:;do
.. ;:.I:\I~",· jt\-er.uopur, an
;}~t(;li1jtij¢tQT:e profes.sor at RWe,;

"",'-:,;,. ~-:., .-: ..,"
.. .
·.,~r;':Wtl~:teaChes·sec- '. 'S'he spent tier last
~;~~ ... de~tgn;~tudio;'and' summer in Greece, where
:~!~,r.y" ~~. ~~dern Arch- she directed a summer
tte~~!J~e'~, and nt.sald s~e program for the SChool of
kne~ '~~e,. wanJ~ ~o te~ch Planning and Urban Design.
ar~b~~e~1i~~ .:StnC~' .c~lldCopur said she has not
~: ,,",. ,',
.
' taught all of her life, but
, .;~,,~ ~~~ didn't have to look . worked '. and produced
f~r: ~f~Jr' tol.e. rno~,I$ ~ith projects, both on an urban
~h~,e " un,c',~" ...n .a~ch-; design scale and individual
Itectu[~. ,~_~~.J~-:f~t~tlt! ~ho buildings. _
~aught harborengmeenng _.. ~Practice and research is
m Ank~ra, .T~rkey, !f~~re "part-.of teachlng,- Copur
CQP.Uc,.I,S or~QJ!lally.;f~C)m.
" said~'" -~And you have' to
~,.Cop;ur:.:, ~11.o-, .s.ta~ted ; cojlt~nue. doing It to keep
teac~mg at. RWC m ,1·986, . up,- _. ',~Copur has also
previously taught at. the researched architects who
Midd.le E~st Techni.cal Uni- fled t9 Germany before
verslty .10 Ar'!kafa~;: Y~r- ,World'.War II, which she
mouk University in Jordan, . then pf~sented to the NESA
and at the University of • )nt$iri~tional Conventiori on
Oregon.
Ph~t~ by Aim. . Godbout
.>

,

PAGE 1

years when I was in office,

whatever business had to be
conducted, you had a friend
for life. She enjoyed her

I can say that there weren't
many evenings when she
went home without any
work.
She knew the history of
RWC better than anyone
else, After all, she had
lived through and redorded
it in her minutes, In good
times and bad, she remained steadfastly true to
the college.
With her passing, we
lost that last link. I was
pleased last year that the
faculty ,. who were
preparing a history of the
college, spent time with
her, at my suggestions so
that several of her
remembranCes could be put
inot the record. I used to
kid her that. -She had been
at the college since the ,ime
of (President) Lincoln.Barbara
was
a
tremendous public reJatiqns person. She was a
. m'aster at whqt I call
-telephone diplomacy.When you called her and
she got to know you through

conversations and made
many friends for the college this way. Whether the'
parti~s were parents, staff,
students or celebrities. YOU
were put at ease and you
knew that she would help.
There were countless times
when Barbara saved a diffieult situation just 'by
calmly talking on the
phone.
For years, Barbara was
the chief planner of
ceremonies at the college.
From commence'ment to
convocations from board
meetings to award ceremonies, she had everything
organized. And you 'had to
follow the ritual she had set
out. She kept all of us in
line. -The right way.- The
year that we surprised her
with her own honorary
degree, we had to move
mC?untains to prev~nt her
from finding out!
I remember visiting
her in the hospital last
spring, a couple of weeks
before commencement. She

was 9uite ill but there she
was, sitting up in bed,
tUQes and all, writing out
the line up for the 1989
commencement. She wanted
to make sure that it was
done well. We used her
line-up and she was
.thrilled when her secretarial colleagues called
her up during' the ceremony
to inform her that everything was OK.
.
Her cousin, JoAnn, told
me that after her surgery,
that she had asked Barbara
If she might consider
slowing down and not going
back to work. But there was
no deterring Barbara. She
wanted to be back with her
family, the college.
Truly, she was the
essence of Ute' college.
Every Institution should be
fortunate enough to have a
Barbara Franklin. \
All of us, I know, will
think of Barbara with great
affection in her office, and
herself, on the phone,.
laughing and talking.
We are sure going to
miss her I

Excellence in Teaching Award
. ..

.

"~aj(iJiis out 80d sutmh with answen on attached sheet of paper to the ~ of the
~

by March 15. Also look for fonns to be available in the Student Union.
Name: (person being nominated)

I believe that the above named faculty member should be considered for the Excellence in
Teaching Award based on one or more of the following:

"( : _VJ~e~ ~~p~~'-:~Jlo'tea~~es ,4~igD stqdio and
.. :tti$tQry, ~~r .~o.tlern. ArChitecture, also plays the
piano, 'and' 'travels' in her spare time.
After .earning her pro- the History of Art and
fessional
degree
In. Architecture.
'
arc hit e ci u r.e ",~. (.h e r
_ ·A.little known fact about.
bachelor's), from' - the 'Copur Is with two years of
Middle East Technical Unl- study In undergraduate
versity, Copur moved to the music, the piano player has
United States after being given concerts in seattle,
awarded a Fulbright SChor- Turkey and Scotland,
arshlp from' .the ~niverslty though now, she said she
of Oregon~ .she transferred plays more for pleasure,
to Cornell University on a but might go back to It
United Nations Scholarship someday. She also credits
after receiving h~r mas-, supportive 'colleagues with
ter's degree in archtiecture keeping' her motivated.
from the' University of
Her favorite aspect of
.', -Oregon. Her time at,Cornel! teaching is the new inculminated' iii'; a ''Ph:d in .formation and Ideas. She
- : :tilstOrlc 'preservation,' city· 'also said the enthusiasm of
'pranning' and urban design. 'her students helps her to
. Co~ot· s~ld she likes the' teach them efficiently. -One
·small siz.:e: of ,~WC ,and said must keep up with what's
'~he'locattonis .Ideal 'because happening; you need to
if is so' ·IO:-se 'to met- know new methods, even
, , ropolitlln 'cultural' centers.
the History of Modern
.
.
. .:,' She" said ':she and her
. '~sband>" o-fteh attend Architecture mu~t be
,. Chamber-conCerts and plays br~ught up to date, Copur

ai-

,B~,o~~ ~n~ <RI'~D

1. ~vidence of good classroom teaching and/or use of innovative teaching methodology.
(Give examples)

2. E~nce of continued prof~ional activi~ (Give examples).
.
3; E~ce of camp~s le8de~'Sll1p~o~ cumculum devel~~ent (Give examples).
4~ EVidence of good mteraetlon With stu(lents through adVlsmg or work with student
gJ,'OUps (Give examples).
;
Submitted by: Name (please print)

Signature:
Are you a student/faculty memberl staff member

Zip down and see us•• ~
Bring a few friends and come get "comfortable while ou~
suds do your duds. We're just a few minutes north of cam·
. pus, and our comfortable couches and cable TVs make
'Iaundry a luxury, Homework? Not to worry,., we have
chairs and tables galore.
,.
.

This Is no ordlna" laundry ...
If you like. you can leave off
your wash and we'll do the'
dirty work, We have complete wash, dry, fold and
dry cleaning services.

~~e

. a,t
or, the .
'cUfficult aspect of
" .~allet ,In ~rovidence.,
architecture Is that it is
, " C?pur . is ~II-traveled, d~and.i(1g, Copur said,
, ~avmg been ',to Holland, ~But a.QQQd architect needs
Norway, Austria and Ger-':-Jovtie,ereallve, dedic8.ted and
-m~ny,:amOng.:oth~rs·.:eopur, ,',wUUrfg to wQrk very hard
.said she could not pick a' ~.; strIVing, 'to do his or her
favorite but that each one' r'~bes":- -.'
.has its favorite thin s.

At Belltower Plaza.,
~n

Metaeom Ave. In Bristol' 253-2nO

t~l.

I•

JBe
.laundry

-

),

.

B.y Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor

found out through surveys
that this was a class that
wanted dances."
"That Club" made its
Last weekend, students
debut
late last semester as
had at least one alternative
SAC
members
transformed
to the "I have nothing to
.
"That
Place"
into "That
do," blues which usually
Club"
by
creating
a
sends them packing for
sophisticated nightclub
home.
atmosphere. This was done
"That Club" the nonby covering the wood with
alcoholic, RWC version .of
sheets of black vinyl and
a nightclub, and the
alternating panels of
brainchild of Student
silver shimmer curtains.
Activitiy Council members
Tables covered in black
Mary Posato, comedy
with white candles and
chairperson and Tom
multi-colored decorative
Perkins, Dorm I rep,
beam floor lights called
offered a place for
students, especially un-' fresnel lights, also added
to the intimate atderclassmen, to dance and
mosphere.
just hang out.
Six kinds of mocktails
"The purpose of "That
and
three kinds of
Club" was to give students
appetizers
served by
something to do on
uniformed
waitresses
weekends," Perkins said.
(SAC members) were
"It was targeted to the
available at $1 and $.50
freshmen because we

respectively.
"That Club" ran both
Friday and Saturday nights
as a means or reintroducing it to .the
students, Perkins said.
DJs, The Mobile Club
was in charge of music,
which included a selection
of dance and club music
like Soul II Soul, Technotronic, Paula Abdul,
Madonna and The Cover
Girls, which is exactly
what the people there had
come to hear. And a smoke
The next "That Club" RWC's version of a nightmachine also added to the
club, complete with dancing and ~ktails. is '
genuine nightclub ambscheduled for late February.
.
iance.
through"That Club" to
said. '. "
",
Attendance was engauge reactions, said stuTrle idea"for the. ·~am~.
couraging. Last semester's
dents liked the idea of .. "That C1u~ came from
'having a place to dance and
SAC's desire to tie it in
"That Club" attracted 150
students.. Last weekend, 82
wit~ "T~at Place" without
just hangout. The $1 cover
and low-priced mocktails
calling It the same thing,
students showed up on
Friday and 98 on Sat-. and snacks • also con- , -~erkins.
s~id. . " ~ ••It~~~,~,
• • • • • , ~,
tributed to students'< 'ac-' .' . . . , . '., .'.- ..,',.,
,
urday.
, . .;~.~ .,~ ~H"~:
Perkins, who circulated -'ceptance of the cluD,:".~e :.:

Stagnant pond is full of life says Gould
By Isaac Alpert
Staff Writer

First there was "That
Place." Then there was
"That Club." Now there is
that body of water, known
simply as "That Pond."
The butt of many jokes,
the sma" body of water
outside the classroom
building' is neither a. frisbee magnet nor a garbage
dump.
But is the pond, which
appears to be dead, save a
. group of lethargic goldfish,
getting a bum rap?
Actually, the
seemingly stagnant pond is

very groductive bOd~:-jif-.~~U would help to a"ev;~e
water," Gould said, "in the problem would be to
which the goldfish, micro place a series of hay bales
algae,
and
macro- around the site; (which has
vegetation have thrived."
been done) Go,uld suggested,
The pond itself is a realizing the potential
maximum of three feet pollution was not an in.deep, with an additional one tentional ace, but just one
to 1 and 1/2 feet of sed- of the,. effects of, cQn'. ,;.'
t·
:":' - . : •• ·~trlltttrd';'·-·-'··-·-"'-··-:--;,<.....'
lI'1;1en .
. .. ',"" ~. 11':".. "'I •• ") •• ',.r ~
.
d
h'
hJ'
'. ,'as
..... :,'. ;"..'.i"\.'
-'fc'hfta i1~ l'fo,~
n"'~"" '"
., Th e pon ,w IC "be""gap
"'IE:l".,.~
"!'r
a' farm
pond fed by, a m~rin"e polQgy 'c'~sses for
spring, is now also fed oy volume determination, as
runoff, according to Gould.
well as to observe the
"I have a concern," Gould . i~pact· of pollutants'- on
said,' "that as a major feed'· organisms: " " ' : ' . - .~
of the pond, ths 'silt ·:from ~
... ' >: ::- ' ',~. -: :

-a

The pond near the lecture halls may. be further
polluted by the silt' from the library construction,

Enrollment increase will impacf$~f:vic~:~:::.;,
I

•

..'

..

By Michele Baccarella
Managing
Edit.or
.
.

the way -of being able to
cook for more students. The
kitchen,
which
was
Din i n g
s e rv ice s • renovated about two years
housing, and class size are ago, would have no problem
three areas that would face cooking for more stude·nts.
an . impact if 100 new The problem, she said.
students I were added to the would be, where to put
present enrollment. 'Some, them. The dining hall can
of these existing facilities currently
seat
370
and services at RWC are students comfortably at one
already overburdened by time, she said. Mahoney
the present enrollment. .
also said that extra students
According to Valerie on the meal plan would not
Mahoney, director of cause the price of the meal
Dining ~Services, Karen- plan to go up significantly,
Haskell, dean of Students, if at all.
According to Jane
and Mel Topf, former
Acting Academic Dean, the Forsberg of the Student Ufe
most prevalent problem' Office, it would be difficult
would be space,
to determine the impact of
Mahoney said that there another 60 students in onwouldn't be much impact in campus housing, It would be

.
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students assign.ed,~tQ -one':',:s;ze',
:difficult to determine, she
said, since the number Of
apartment.. .-Anot.her,.·' '~We .~eIL ~\V.C: as,; a
students moving in and out
alternative or .possibility, small coll~ge-:wjth a s~1I
of housing is constantly
accordtng to both Haskell·.·.·cl~$: :size,~, Tppf.,.~a,d.
and- Malcolm Forbes, .vice-· ",Adding more· 'tU;Clents: qotlld
changing. SLO has the
presi,dent for' .acadernic· :·,dam~ge·,tnat-, ~rn:ail:.cQI!~e
capacity to. accommodate
1,300 students.
affairs, would be;. to, move ,reputatiQll.\ .Qn..e- :qu~~tton
all the stude!)t·. sel'vjces-.; . Uta"': WOiJlc;t':-f1eed·. to 'be
Karen Haskell, dean of
students, whose office SLO
offices frOm th~' re~i~ence>: j:Qflsldered, Topf;s~gg,e~t~,
reports to, -said that there
halls. to ma:k,e.. ,more.: ..is, ·Wo.uld."mQr~. part·tilJ'e
are ways to accommodate . housing, and tQ,·cerW~lize _ faculty RBed to.:be bired if a
all the offices. in ct. -new:· ;cou:rse: ne.eded. :---:al'Jot~er
extra students. Ways,
which
Haskell
said',_ building, Forbes stressed:' seeUon.·:to .accommodctte
this is not definite: .no.: J'Tlo.re students?, He '$8.id this
included lising Dorm 3
.plans
have been rTiadQ -jC>. d..o '.'. would pr06ably'ldep~l"!d ~n
lounges . (which
is'
currently done) or by
so, but it is a sol~ilQn, if.. " th~ ~Y.P8: Of.:COI,tr~~.: "In:, a
a
course, wb~re ·you l"!eeQ tne
tripling or putting ,more . housing' be'comes
.
problem,
he
sai~t
,"
.
',~.
,
0':le:~n-9.ne ',attention.. it';is
people into apartments at
Mel Topf, who served as
better .to have - .S,.. SI"fl~1I
Almeida. If this would have
to be done,' she· said the _acting dean of th.e. ColleQ~ in ... ~ .... ':. ~ . :' : .•, " :
price of students' room. and 198.8." said that 10~.. ~ew ".IMPACi:·PAGE .19:
board would be adjusted students wOI,J1d deJmltely
'.
' . ' .'. .'.' '. '. . :
according to the number of haVe -an impact on .~I~ss.... :

>., " '.' ;.' .-:-:,:

~
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.College News
.. ~,

Compiled by Kim Sturr
Assignment Editor

.p

5,

News

(CPS)..:-For the ftrst time ever, more women than men are
attending college, the U.S. Department of Education
reported jn mid-January. ,
. !f.he' .ninnber: o£ women registered for classes on the
nation's Call1puses has .almost doubled since 1970, the EduG~tion -Dept. report, uFall Enrollment in Institutions 0
High Education, 1987~" fo~nd.
In 1987, there were 6.8 million women enrolled,
compared to·5.9 million men, the report added.
(CPS)--In what may be a ftrst in dorm food, offtcials at
Clark Uni-versity have started offering students money
back if they don't lilce their residence hall meals.
';It seems to be a common denominator for students at all
colleges and universities to write home about the quality of
the food," said Jack Foley, business manager of the
Worcester Mass., university.
Under the new plan, students unhappy with a tray can
complain to the food services manager, who; if unable to
concoct an adequate substitute, will credit the student's
university account for the price of the meal.

.·.··..
~.

(CPS)--A huge, 1600-student introductory psychology
class at the University of Toronto abruptly was disrupted
when many students, heeding to a cue given them at 12:25
p.m. on Nov. 21, began shouting as loudly as they
could.
.
Students said they had been organized by a classmate who
had seen a Molson beer ad in the Varsity, the campus
paper, urging readers to "scream (a Molson slogan) out at
the top of your lungs during a lecture."
CPS)--Key West has joined the rallks of resort towns that
ont watlrcollege' stutltrlts to invade them during Spring
reak.... ~. -'- .. ' -' I "
Hotel offtcials are afraid that 4O,OOO-plus students will
how up this year if some action isn't taken. Daytona
each, one of the few remaining places that still seeks
pring break tourists, has dispatched a "task force" to tour
olle es to ask students to behave civillv.
L

WAC'S Who at RogerWilliams
.' The 1990 edition of
Who's Who Among Student
in American Universities
and Colleges will include
37 students from RWC.
RWC students repre. senting nine states were
among those who have been
selected as outstanding
students.
-" They join an elite group
of students selected from
more than 1,400 . institutions of higher learning
in all 50 states, the
District of Columbia and
several foreign nations.
Outstanding students
have been honored in the
annual directory since it
was first published in
1914.
Students named this
year, listed geograph-

Association

Rhode Island:

KERRY O'BRIEN, REINA HORWITZ,
JULIE MONARCA,
DEBRA ZILKA,
CHRISTINE KRACUNAS,
STEPHEN DRAB,
NICOlE LOZIER.

SUSAN B. COOK,

FRANCESCA
A3BAACIAMENTO,
HUSSAIN FAKRuDDIN,
SHARON QRSER,
SHERILYN RIENSTRA,
ANDREA ~LLOR,
GORDON ALlJSON,
KIM STUFF,
PATRICIA BUCKLEY,
JESSICA LANGLOIS,
ANN ASSUMPICO.

NewHampshlre:
RICHARD FERREIRA,
JONWASLUK.
Maine: PATRICIA CONLEY

New Jersey:
MICHELE BACCARELLA,
ALISSA RANDALL,
JOHN S. PAINTER,

Massachusetts:
~USSA ANDERSON,
LESLIE REDM:>ND:
.DONALD WRIGHT,
JEFFREY PULEO,
CHRISTINE KEARNS,
AMY FICORILLI,
BJORN DRAGSBAEK,
JOAN FOURNIER,
OiRlSZIZZA

LEE EL.LEN O'SHEA
New York:
CHERYL MILLER

North Carolina:
GFEGORY SEKU.A

Florida:
WESHOFFMAN

Connecticut:

announc~s scholarship

The Roger Williams College Faculty Association
Executive and Finance
Committee announce the
four recipients of the
$750 RWCFA Scholarshio

for

1989-90.
The scholarships are
based on academic qualifications, financial need,
and college and community
service.
.

winners

The recipients are:
STEVEN J. MULLEN
JAMES L STATTEL
LORI-ANN MOLLOY
KRISTEN HUISMAN.

Herreshoff to speak about America's Cup
Bristol
Town
Administrator
Halsey
Herreshoff will speak
'about the history of the
America's Cup competition on Tuesday, Feb.

20 In th. Bayroom llt 8
p.m.
He will also speak about
some of the great sailino

_

ships in the Ame~ica's Cup
race._
The lecture is sponsored
by Alpha Chi...

Create a dyJUl",ic first impression
with a professional resu",e by . ..

.,.... -
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Christmas season' is a
time of giving and the
Sophomore Class made a,
great contribution.
The Sophomore Class
had ' an- . idea to' '. do
something for Rhode
Island. The class officers,
Denise Conte, Krista
Katsapet~es, Douglas
Emilio . ~and '~ennifer
Mautte
found
an
orphanage in R.1.
St. Mary's Home for
Children is a home for
s.exually or . mentally.
abused children~ The 31
, children, who live at the
home range in age from
six to 1.9.
l<atsapetses; vice president of the Sophomore
Class; repiese!"ted: the'

class and with the help of
Chris Hyrnowski of
Student Life and the
resident assistants helped raise. money for the
children.
The R.A.s collected
money from students on
their floors. They were
then assigned a specific
child for whom they went
out and purchased a
Christmas gift for.
Katsapetses and Conte
delivered the presents to
the home on Dec. 15. The
ct'tildren and staff at St.
Mary's were thrilled and
grateful for all the presents.
. The .sophomore class
officers hope next year's
class. and A..A.s will

continue the tradition
they started this year.
The class wants to thank
everyone who parti·
cipated in helping to make
t:,e project a success.
This project capped off
a semester of sophomore
class-sponsored events
which included the pumpkin pick, palm reader
. and Santa Claus.
And
the Sophomore
Class officers anticipate a
busy schedule of events
for spring, which started
this past Saturday with
the Valentine's SemiFormal, so look for signs
announcing up-coming
events.

FIRST IMPRESSION
RESUMES
100/0 Student Discount

346 Wood Street, Bristol

253-8970
Complete service, from devlillopment to printing.
Cover letters. Follow-up letters. Typing.
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. - 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Thurs.· 12-8 p.m.; Sat. By appointment

CLOTHING REPAIRS',
LEATHERS
$ 10.00 Worth of dry cleaning = 10% off
$ 15.00 .tailoring -.10% off
You must have coupon with you to qualify.
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You S.aid It~;<
Re~r-

'If you had the opJ=>ortunity to name the
dorms.
What would you nam'e them and why?

Brett Miles
freshman
Oneonta, N.Y.
"Name them after people
associated with Roger
Williams (the person) or
founders of the states in
the area. The reason for
other fOlJnders is that
Roger Williams founded
~hode Island." .

.

Other responses:

Mary Posato
,
senior
,
Watertown, Mass.

Heather Smith
sophomore
Rehoboth, Mass.

"(Name them after)
people associated with~
Roger Williams be'cause
the school is named after him and he f9unded
the state."

"Name them after school
founders be-cause not
many stud-ents know
who they are."
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"The Good" (Dorm III);
"The Bad" (Dorm II), and'
"The Ugly," (Dorm I)
because the dorms fit
the names."

. .-

. - - . .- - . - : - . -. . . .
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"Name them after someone who has donated a
lot of money to t.he
school, after major
school events, or stud-

Larry Zevon
senior
'White Plains, N. V·.

"I'd name them after
famou~ sea captain~
because we're so close .
tq tha ligbt~ouse and the
.. - tiistoric Mount Hopf'o
Bay. We should keep ir;
theme."

r

~········(~)······i

. . . .- ......

Franz Oehler
junior
'. ,',.'
Greenwich, 'CT

I·'

SUPERIOR INCENSE
SELF HELP BOOKS
WORLD RELIGIONS
NEW AGE MUSIC
CRYSTALS &: SEMI,~.",.M.~r.~~
'PRECIOUS STONES
.NEW BOOKS
USED BOOKS
PSYCOLOOY
PHll..OSOPHY
JEWELRY
STaR~ R~EADINGS

- Jeaailer JoIa. . . . - ' '

,Charlie' Brown
sophomore
Westport, CT

"Name one of them
Maelgwn. It is an old
Welsh name for the King
of Gwynedd. These are
things I'm interested in."

"Name them after school
founders because they
brought, our school together and we should
acknowledge that by
naming our dorms after
them."

".'

Pla..otOll"aplaer - Dolores DelPadn .

,Eric Kent
freshman
Warren, R.I.

Dave Guertin
junior
.
Nashua, N.H.

,..:: __ . . . . ._
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PERRY'S
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VALENTINE SPECIAL
1/2 dozen roses re~larly $ 18.00

1
1 $3.00 off with coupon
1 V31entine Balloons, Plush Aninilll$, Gift>. 1
1 We Ship UPS anywhere in the ,US! 1
extended hours on Valentines Day 1
1Flower and Balloon Delivery World Wide
ope~:

1
1
1

L

Major credit cards excepted

253 -,5334

or .
253 - 9226
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EditorialEditorial
F~culty:Retogtution
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Letters' 'to the Ed'itor

, ' '--. 'In- tbis ,-issue" of The -Messenger you
will. come across a for,m.
Pay special
attention to ,·this form because by·completing it and sending it in, you will
· help, a . sp~cial person get the recolnition .
he or she;' deserves. . The form IS for
· nominations- for the Excellence in
Teaching ,Award, which will be presented
in May, at the, annual Awards Day
ceremony. ,
Why should you bother to fill out
this form instead of ignorin. it and
throwing it away? The answer IS simple:
There are many extraordinary' teactiers
at Roger. Williams College who deserve.
to be ,Publicly thanked and acknowled&-ed
for ,the work they have d.one -Yor
students and the college community. ,
. You know these teachers They are
the ones ,who have told you to come see
them .anl.. time if you have a froblem in
class. They are friendly an attentive
to your needs and do not lump I.0U into
a mass of names and numbers. Some of
them even become lifelontr'friends.
. ~hy do the, do thisTV\{hy don't they
Just teach their classes, give homework
and tests and say goodbye and good luck
at. the end of tlle semester? Because
they care.
They care about students'
and what they learn.
. They want
students to get more out of college than
a diploma and a handshake.
These
teactiers are concerned about the futures!»f • their students because they. know
,It, .IS ...these",-same "students wbo will lead
us:-into the.future. + : : , ,',.
. ,.
College can be - hard' enough for
students and having the right teacher
can make it a little easier for them. For
· many students, having a teacher who
cares can make a worfd of difference in
their college careers.
Those teachers who take the time to
help students. fi.nd wha~ it is they are
,~o~ .at and..lntt;r,ested', In, are extremely
, valliable.. ': .It.- can mean- the difference
between :students staying in their majors
and doing well or being miserable
because that major isn't right for them.
It is not fair to let these special
_,teachers. to go unnoticed. If they care
: e~ugh" to - ,put. time into fielping
student., 'it is only right that students
should repay them and let them know
that all -oI,· their efforts are indeed
· appreciated .by everyone.
So -·when you see the nomination
-,form, don't. tlirow it awg and forget
_bout, it.". - Fill it out ancr 'show ,those
people:-who have helped you in some way
,that, you appreciate them.
'

Service Association'thanks contest entrants
To the Editor:

.

entered this year. Thanks
again, they were well
The College Service
appreciated.
Association would' like to
The contesfs winner was
thank the following clubs
the Dean of Students and
and organizations for enCareer Service area. Hontering its turkey basket . orable Mentions were
/ awarded to Academic Comcontest (in November).
These baskets wereputing and The Messenger
personally distributed
Editorial Board.
The following groups
throughout the town of
Bristol and each fed a
entered baskets: Senior
Class Adviso.ry Board,
family of six. The' contest
was a success, we had the
Sophomore Class, Resident
Hall III' staff, Marc
largr,st number of ba~kets

Capozza's SuCcess Strategies Class, Fran Kat·
zanek's Success Strategies Class, Dorm I. Hall
Council, Freshmen Honors
House, R.A.'s in Dorm I,
Psychology Club. and the
'Student ute Office.
T~e
College
. Association

Service
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By Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor

As Valentine's Day approaches, all across the
United States, husbands and
boyfriends will (if they
know what's good for them)
return home in the evening
with flowers (preferably
roses) and/or a heartshaped red satin box of
chocolates for the woman
they love,
Along with it, may come
a card or two or three,
pepending on the sentimentality of your sweetie,
But hey, Valentine's Day,
and Valentine's Day cards
are no longer just for

By Tim McCarney
Staff Writer

couples.
Don't believe me? Well,
tons of people buy, Valentine's greetings.
If you want proof, you
don't have to ~ much more
than take a ride to our
friendly neighborhood CVS
(not even- a real card store,
mind you) where there is
an enormous di,splay of
Valentine's cards.
You can't miss them,
they're right beyond the
center ai$le' which is
dominated with heartshaped candy, both boxed
and loose, and those novel
new
red
and white
Valentine's Day M & Ms.
, I don't know about you,

but white M & Ms seem
kind of forced to me. This is
just the latest in 'the M & M
company's quest to conquer
each holiday with oddcolored candy. What's next?
Red, white and blue for the
Fourth af July?
But, I digress,
In the card aisle; there
are at least 50 different
people you can woo with the
card company's wellchosen words.
Did ypu know' they have
cards for bal;>y's first
Valentine's Day. If that's
not bad enough, how about a
card that is suita~le for a
teenage girl or boyar a
religious Valentine's Day

card. T~e'n there's the· HaP- -possible ~to flnc{ a· bcp'tt for
py BlrthdaylValentine's ~ your', '" boylHeSnd 1 ';' or
ay for.that person who Q'i4'lfrie-nd, :'ftall:C~e""~or
Just happened to be ~mon - ;; spouse,' even; Ctht)la· ff!you
this semi-holiday;'
-,- ,',', how~hav&2fo\nunl' fOil tHem
'. You can send,' a card, .becausif they're' mixeo' in
across the miles to your witf1~ca'rds fo( fhe·otl1er 20
long distance Valentine or '. people 'you :doh'( :"r-e~lIy
to your friend, good friend 'want to sena cards to.
:."
or best friend. There are
And to comptefe' your
'cards for brother and his: 50-people-long; ValElntine's
family, si~ter .. and her, Day card Iisf, you pr-obably
children, for Mom 'and Dad sho.uld 'have started'mailing
from the both of us~ for them the day: after .Christnephews, nieces, aunts,' mas ,which was 'when> all
uncles, great-gran~parents ~his' Valentine's pay' hype
and great-grandchildren. '.' started appearing anyway.
Hmm, .two-rrionttl:6Id
Oops, almost. forgot the·
"bovalentine's Day card. for .my , chocolate t 'now, ther'e's. an
ss.
, ., _~. >~.::. a~tizin(fthought~. ':';'.:
Don',t worry' it.·is·-still;
.~ ,,~, :<, "t,j"; .;~ ~7'

9

>

-~-e-n-o-n-Ja-n-.-4-,-C-h-a-r-Ie-s-·~S~t-u-a-rt-p-lu-n-g-e~'d~t~o-h-l~'s-d~e-a-t~h~~~i-~~~"'~~~'~:~~~~T:

Boston Harbor, simultaneously plunging the entire city of
next morning, Tuesday,
Returning to my home
Boston into seering racial t e n s i o n s . '
in Boston for winter break,
Mayor' Flynn
was
I found it impossible to
pick up a local new'spaper pregnant' Carol, while hung the second Stuart S.tu art's' murder all over· outraged, claiming the.
lice. havln be n attacked
[
r
or listen to a radio talk- shooting, _Q:harl!s: i~._ ~~~, .
show without hearing sJOm~ Tl'e. fact _f1~, t~~ .. _.... Ev.etJ,.
. ' chJ'l
r
a
,'ts A~
....t:&.."t}
~~~.ll.rt
anu mY'
ll1ce .:>IUa
something new abouC the Stuarts' ".premature ·,baby,,: 'eninO' .-was the media community swelled.. The
Stuart murder.. case.
died two weeks later added coverage after Bennett had papers seemed to be leading case, intentionally waited
At the time I arrived to the horriUc quality of been cleared. Only at this the dogs to, the 'k~I!, -until Jan. 16 to report the
home, Willie Bennett was the crime.
point did the papers turn reminding us every day, murder which had occurred
The story made head- their attentions _from the how"-horrible the murder on Martin Luther King Day.
ready to be tried f9r the"
The media, attempting
. murder of Carol Stuart, -and lines all over 'the country, Mission Hill projects to the was and how outraged we
avoiq
a fiasco similar to
should
all
feel.
to
the city seemed to sigh in prompting the Boston Po- Stuarts themselves. Where
The
papers
described
to
that
of
th'e Stuart case,
relief as justice was about Ifce into -what were they were once portrayed
to be served.
believed to have bAAn as the typical white .us a happy, IOYing ,coUPI.~·. , r~,?~rJ..&d< the ,••~tory/ , ~ut
Then on Jan. 4; Charles
"'guerilla-like" tactics in middle-class family pluck- prought down ~y a~hlJq:~·~ ~Il~~ ·~Jet··n,· C!..~"~~~d
an effort to find. the killer.
ed from life by inner-city bullet, and mace Lis beh~y'eL co.nttast ·t,C? }~e' ~ ".~ .?,of
Stuart plunged to his death
into Boston Harbor, simulA week after ident- violence, they were now it could happen to anyone at s~ven-pages that':\Nere-'dally
anytime. It was'n't until given to the Stuart case
taneously plunging the
ifiying Willie Sennett as
after
Charles Stuart's throughout December.
the man looking "most like"
entire city of Boston into
"!!!!!!!~
":"""":".....
~_
sUjeide
t~at
people began tc?';., Becal;ls~. St~art:s ,.hoax
seering racial tensions.
the killer, Charles Stuart
The
written
word
is
the
analyze
his
st9'ry, ana)inQ . -H,~ left ~9 nT~~y.·.p..e,<?ple
committed suicide, thus
Boston had long bee,n a
,'... wlth,,~gg Qh the1~:1~ce,~ a
_city of racial dis,harmony,
turning all suspicion on most powerful tool discrepancies.
there is. Once someThe adverse effects Of case like Belmore S.·, which
himself.
but the Stuart case magmar e
the Stuart case were felt a 'd,e s e r v e d
the
smoke'
nified the conflict tenfold
When
nsideration, was buried.
and set a tone of discord
cleared, it was believed thing is written, it few weeks laler when the
first "victim" of'the Stuart Buried., . at 'Ieasf, ". by 'the
that sadly marked the
that Stuart had made up the practically becomes
case was born.
medi~'s pers~ctive.
dawning of a new decade.
entire story - he had in gospel.
Early Monday morning,
_ In,th~',heart~ and minds
fact shot his wife, and
Jan. 15, Northeastern Uni-' ' of the· CitizenS- of Boston,
himself - and then atand, for. that ma!t~n""811 of
------~---- tempted to cOllect on his being analyZed as closely as versity sophomore Mark
'Belmore was returning
New England, the-Jegacy of
Sadly, Stuart, under- wife's life insurance Bennett had been.
stood the delicate state policy.
New reports had Stuart home from his girlfriend's Mark Belmore and Carol
of Boston's race
The black community planning to rob ,the fur- apartment when he was Stuart will, live on.
, ,As these' inner-feelings
relations too well.
was outraged. They lam- riers wbere he worked, allegedly stabbed to death
basted Boston mayor Ray having an affair with a co- by a group of "five to six" diVide the races even
_ _ _ _ _ _.....
Flynn and, the police force
. "'!artber, we can expect' the
worker, and mercilessly black teenagers. •
for turning the sentimentS" killing his wife and son for
~Os to be a decade of
, Belmore was stabbed in
of the nation against the love of money. .
the chest 22 times and" exasperation, as across the
Boston's black community.
In other words, bnce the 'witnesses claim they heard nation" as well as in
The twists and turns the
The
media
was
also
accused
tides
turned, everyone ~is cries for mercy as his. Boston., people seek to mend
Stuart case has taken are so
of
blowing
the
dimensions
assailants attacked him. He the broken bonds of trust,
turned
with
them.
bizarre, that it probably
of
the
story
out
of
died
in the Hospital at not only in our fellow. man,
The
effects
of
the
Stuart
would not have been beproportion.
daybreak
Monday morning, but. also in our media,
us
not
only
the
case
showed
was
a
movie
or
lieved if it
Sadly, Stuart under- racial problems facing us yet the story was not pollee forces, and governnovel. Charles and Carol
stood the delicate state of today, but also the reported until the next day. ment.
Stuart, returning from
Boston's race relations all overwhelming power of the
The police claimed that
child-birthing
classes
too
well. The nation was media. The written word is there was no sort of coverwere reportedly held up by
a black gunman who forced- more than willing to th.e most powerful tool up in effect, yet calls that
them to drive to '8oston's believe the story, and the .there is. Once something is morning from The Boston
Mission
Hill district, media's coverage was so written, it practically be- Globe and Boston Herald
the
where the gunman sup- slanted and biased that if it comes gospel. As the.Boston were -met· with
posedly shot and killed the were "t up to them, Bennett newspapers splashed Carol statement ,that It was a
probabty Would have been
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Hnt~rtaimnent
Drivirig ~own Bellevue ..
the attention of the VanderAvenue in Newport, a
bilts' son, Harold's many
connect-the-potholes
yachting awards. These
maze, you would not think
awa'rds were all donated by
that this is where some of
his widow. Vanderbilt was
the country's finest manthe
first
person
to
sions are IocatEtd. But it is
consecutively win three,
here, where you will find
(America's) cup races.
the $11 million Marble
Going down to the
House.
you will find the
basement,
Named for its 500,000
scullery,
a room for
cubic feet of Italian marble
washing
and
storing dishes,
flooring, Marble House was
the butler's office, the
completed in 1892 as a gift
kitchen, the unmarried
from William K. Vanderbilt
male servants' quarters,
to his wife on her 39th
and a stairway which led to
birthday.
the unmarried female serAll of its furnishings are
vants'
quarters.
custom-made and original
Men
lived dormitory
from the mansion's comstyle
with
about eight per
pletion.
room,
,while
women had
The Vanderbilts only
separate
rooms
with' prilived in Marble House for
vate
sinks
and
a
community
three years, until thew:
bath.
,
divorce. after which the
Marble
House,
located
on
Bellevue
Avenue
in
Newport,
was
a
A
constant
staff
of 23
house was only open for
her
birthday.
gift
from
William
Vanderbilt
to
his
wife
for
,
people
inside
and
13
outtours given by Mrs.
side
were
necessary
to
keep
Vanderbilt to raise funds
the household running
for women's suffrage.
The first stop on the century Italian a'rtifacts. delier.
And right across the
smoothly.
A balustraded driveway guided tour is the gold Now, a French tapestry and
Groundskeeping, cleanleads you to the entry of the ballroom, de~orated in statues of St. Barbara and hallway, overlooking the
ing, cooking, and serving
Corinthian columned, Louis carved and gIlded wood- St. George, the patron saint entrance, is Mrs. VanderXIV style home. The outside work, a fireplace, apd of England, are among the bilt's sitting room, a fem-' the four daily meals of
of the house is matchles!l.i fF~deaitf· •
• •• . r .o§q's I.t r ction~... f . , • • . injnQ. an9 inviting room breakfast, lunch, high tea,
lIpstaits; Mt:
arider:. where she often composed and supper, were among
The marble floor in the It's easy to pictur'e
bilt's
study
offers
.a
cozy letters, read, or socialized.
some of the servants' daily
entryway directs you to the sundry guests decked out in
You feel most at ease in responsibilities.
and
personal
environment
extended ocean view and the garb' of the time
Chinese pagoda-style Tea- waltzing across the room. surrounded by pictures and the trophy room, the most
HOUSE PAGE 19
house in back, where Mrs. Throughout this room, 'you paintings of his race simple room, where the
horses,
and
a
cherub
chandecor
does
not
compete
for
Vanderbilt often held large notice ,the traditional
rallie's in support of the Vanderbilt oak leaves and
Clip this Coupon
women's suffrage move- acorns, which represent
ment
long life, health and
Following the grand prosperity:
.
staircase, your eyes are
The gothIc roo.m gives y~u
drawn to the detailed a sense of gOing back In
ceiling mural of angels in time, mostly because of the
the sky, and the gold and ~im lighting and .o~nate
crystal chandelier which fireplace. It ",:as onglnally
hanas from it.
meant to display 16th
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From the' "80s .; . .
Into the '90s
The '80s, the "me" generation,; whe~
. Ronald Reagan, a Californian movie actor
presided over our ~ountry for -eight years. It
was a decade of achievement with the '84
Olympics in Los Angeles and the '88
Olympics in Seoul,. Korea an~· more
recently, the political revolts fOf democracy.
and freedom in the Philippines, China and
Eastern Europe~
It was also a decade of technology as
microwaves, cd· players, VCRs, answering
~achines,. fax machines, and 'computers':. -. ·
made their debut.
. It was also a decade of,tragedy as millions
of people wa~c4ed T4~. G4allen er ~xjJlode.:...~"",,... . , , ,
in 1986 and tho.usahds - ost t elf i ' ,an ~ -. '.
homes as earthquakes devasted Armenia,
Mexico City, and San Francisco·, and
.hurricanes hit Puerto Rico and South
. Carolina. .
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What will the '90s bring?
Phone calls where .you can see the other
person? A cure for cancer and AIDS? World
peace?
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'·80s Entertainment
By Tim McCarney and
Susan E. Cicchino
Sta" Writers

Cop II- and in 1988 -Rain
Man-' -Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?As the decade closes, I
In every one of these
feel it is necessary to take cases, the best picture
a minute' to look back on seemed, to reflect the
the past 10 years and try Academy's tastes over the
• ,to remember just what general populace's. Sadly,
happened. Just think, the ,this is the way it always
'~Os will be those years ,seems to be. Perhaps this
.that wec:so ,often, will refer yeat we'll, see a change if
to ~whEln 'thlokfrig'of the' ," the" highest grossing
, t'-best -days or our 'lives:- 'movle: '-Batman, - wins
When the '80s began, most Best Picture. But don't
9f us were not eyen..in high ' count on it.
school. Now we stand,
,
.
poised on the edge of a new '
deca(je 'that belongs to Q. In the '80s we saw the
another generation.
-Cosby Show- become one
Nevertheless, I thought of the most popular shows
it might be interesting to of all time. What were
review the last" 10 years some of the
least
in
the
world
of successful
entertainment, and see A. The list is far too long
what we were watching to mention them all. 'In
, .and Jistening to' in 1980,' light, of the increase in
and how far we have come VCR owners and cat)le TV
or regressed since then.
subscribers in the '80s,
What
we really the networks have been
remember about the '80s ,scrambling to come up
anyway? Ye~rs from now with some interesting
'wJlen -we've '{orgot'en who prog(amming to compete.
""'\von l)Ri;:: 'It98'4' Wort'd"'The VCR let the viewers
Series and who' the ruler become' the programmers,
of Russia was in 1982, but people were still
we'll no doubt still curious to see what the
remember -E.T:, M TV, networks were offering.
Madonna, Prince, Michael Unfortunately, it wasn't
Jackson, George Michael, all that interesting.
Bobby Brown and U2,The '80s saw television
, among others.
take a big step down in
~, . ~.JoUoWinfl ' r~-so.me . ~oativij ~lbut· lotI of Ule
tr'iVlaF answers. to sOlJ1tt " -ba~ sbB.• are S~I-ba ,trivial questions that you they're -good: But most of
may someday just need to them are bad. Very, very
know about the '80s:
bad. All ,of these shows
were conceived in the
Q. What' films have won' '80s, yet' most didn't last
tlie Best Picture Oscar" .for more than one season.
'since 1980?'
Does anyone recall -Hello
"
A. Best pictures don't Larry,- wit,h McLean
"glit g,QW aroitm:esr,tbu'tiI qOitg> .,S.venson? What about
, ''''cPtteO-),~i1:tlley ~,:':'reD'"'t ,orrhe,Ne~Odd Couple- with
-", 'necessafi'ly, 'the ,', most ,Ron' Glass and Tim Reid?
popular films of the year. Any of these ring a beJl?
'It :is interesting to- -Condo- (also with McLean
_, ,C<?rop~r~ th,e !!lost P9wlar. Steven_s~n),. -Lov~
.. I,J~I!1!s.~qt;·t~, ,ye@rl tet 'ttle·" .~yd.ne~~·,' Sheriff Lobo,
i ' , ~s.. ,'piqtu~~s of
he:. yea(,' ~ Enos,., (spun-off fr,?m
~ 4 So lers do that~
The Dukes of Hazzard of
, In 1980, the profound ~our~e), _ -You Again,,-Ordi~ary , People- ,won, Man~mal (you know, the
best ~pic(ure, . while. th~, show about the .guy who
Jar-!~tctied '-'E~plre
co~ld 'change mto .any
~$trikes B~ck~ w~s t,he
~ n I ma I _ at
w I II ),
.. 'b!gge~ box office.draw.'l" ' _A~toman,
_
.
Hlghwaymar., (star~mg
1981, :th'e -distinguished
-Chariots of Fire- was Jacko from the EnergIZer
named best picture, while commercials),
-Father
,,-Raiders of the Lost Ark- Murphy" -After MASH;
, was most popular. The "~i1ver Spoons; .(how_ did
rest of the list flows in 11 thiS get on the air?), The
similar way.
Late Show with Joan
. _ Examine the vast Rivers;
-The New
difference betwefm the Monkees- (did anyone ever
bes'pictures'most see this?), -The New
popul'ar films of the rest Gidget, -The
New
of the decade: In 1982, Munsters, - -Still the
-Ghandi-' -E. T .-; In Beaver," -The Greatest
1983,
-Terms'
of American Hero; -Lady
Endearment-' -Return of Blue,- -CHiPS,- -Real
the Jedi-;
in 1984, People; -Circus of the
Stars, -Voyagers,-Amadeus-'
-Ghostbusters-' in 1985
-Starman,- -Salvage One,-Out of Africa-i -Back t~ (starring Andy Griffith as
"",,: the Future,-; in 1986 a iunk dealer/astronaut
-Platoon-' "Top .Gun-; in who salvaged stuff from
1987,
-The - Last the dmoon and sold it.
Emperor-/ -Beverly Hills

will
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Oookay.),
-Here's
Boomer,-Nearly
Departed:
(It
was
horrible to watch with
Eric Idle.. who .was so
funny with Monty Python,'
be so unfunny on this
show), -Charlie' and
Company; (a blatant
attempt ,at copying Cosby,
with Flip Wilson, of all
people, asa loving family
man.), -The People Next
'Door; -Best of the West,-Nightengales; and 1st,
buy by no means least,
-Hell Town: starring
Robert Blake as a smalltown priest. Right.

least three times more
than Murphy.
Dudley MOQre became a
sensation in the films
-Arthur; and -10,- but
then fell into an, abyss of
pathetic
films,
like,
-WhoUy
"Moses,,-Unfaithfully Yours; -Six
Weeks,- -Uke Father Like
Son,- -Micki and Mallde,-Arthur 2: On the Rocks,and the hell-spawned
-Best Defense; which also
starred Eddie Murphy,
albeit for 10 minutes of
film-time.
talent~d

in March of 1987. Lastly,
-Ryan's Hope;' on ABC,
was also set in a real city
(New York). It began on
July 7, 1975, and was
cancelled in February of
1989. Four new soaps
began in the eighties:
-Loving- in 1983 (ABC),
-Santa Barbera- in 1984
(NBC), -The Bold and the
Beautiful-, in
198.7
(CBS), and most recently,
-Generations- in 1989
(CBS).
Q. Everyone knows that
orie of the biggest names in
the movies today, Eddie
Murphy, was originally a
cast member of -Saturday
Nigh Live: Who were
some of the, faces- we saw
on SNL in the '80s?
A. Okay, here are all the
cast members from SNL
we saw in the '80s.
Remember any, of these
people? Charles Rocket
, (the, unfunny newsman
who replaced Chevy
Chase), Gilbert Gottfried
(the whining business
man in "Beverly Hills Cop
II),
Brad, Hall, Tim
Kazurinsky,
JuliaLouise-Dreyfuss, Tonay
Rosato, Christine Ebersol,
Robin, Duke , Gary
Kroeger, Billy Crystal,
Chrstiopher Guest (of
-spinal Ta -),~ Ha rY
Shearer (bassist
in
"Spinal
Tap. -),
Jim
Belushi, Martin Short,
Rich Hall (From -Not
Necessarily , the News),
Pamela Stephenson, Mary
gross, Denitra Vance,
Terry Sweeny (who used
to do thehilarioils Nancy
Reagan impressiOns),
Da~on Wayans', Anthony
Michael': Hall (yes, that's
right, the geekfrom -16
Candles; was an SNL cast
member for one year),
Robert Downey Jr. (yeah,
the guy from -Less than
Zero,-), Randy Quaid;
Nora Dunn, Jan Hooks, Jon
Lovitz, Victoria Jackson,
Dennis
Miller,
Phil
Hartman, Dana Carvey
(church lady) and Kevin
Nealon. ,
Sadly" ill the '80s we
said goodbye to two of the
,original -not ready for
prJme time plavers:
from the '70s, Gilda
Radner and John Belushi.
Their corJtributions to the
zany early years of SN L
will never be forgotten.

What long-running
soap operas were canned
in the '80s?
A. Some of the first ones
Q. If we look at the top 10
to go were -Capitol,- on
grossing films of all time,
CBS, ,-Search
for
eight of them were
Tomorrow,- on NBC and
released in the'80s. Has
the '80s been the most' -Edge of Night,- and more
recently -Ryan's Hope;
sUCCessful decade the
both on ABC. Each of these
movies has seen yet?
shows had been on the air
A. Well, yes and no. In the
for at least 15' years.
'80s more people went to
-Edge of Night," had run
the movies than ever
for 25 years.
before sometimes paying
The mid-'80s spawned
, up to $7, but a lot of the
soap mania as devout fans
movies they saw were
took to wearing I love GH
quite bad. The big problem
pins,
and
reading
with the '80s were that a
magazines such as Soap
lot of talented people made
Opera Digest, which
bad movies.
became wildly popular.
Witness Dan Akroyd in
The VCR age also had
-Doctor
Detroit,yuppies and college
-Neighbors,- -The Couch
students tap,i!1g' their fave
TJI'i ; -Spies Like Us,"
he Great :t:i!ti!U~!l"ljo 'watch &tnight
minus 'commercials and
Outdoors,- -Caddyshack
boring story lines.
II,- and -It came from
Several new soaps such
Hollywood.as: "Loving,~ -Santa
John Candy belittled
Barbara; -Generations,"
himself in -Armed and
and -The Bold and the
Dangerous,- -Spaceballs,-Volunteers, - -Hot to', Beautiful, - . made' their
premieres in the '80s as,
Trot; (as the voice of Don
well.
the talking horse), -Who's
Harry Crumb", (possi,bly ~, NBC, was the first
the worst movie' ever
original one hour soap. -,It
made) and -Ucete Buck:
was also a spin-off of the
Michael caine is ' still
run~ing
soap
considered one, of the
-Another World.The
gJe,CItest 'actores of our
soap began In 198C) and
time, so why did he make
was cancelled in December
films like -J'aws the
of 1982: -The Doctors- of
Revenge; -Without A
NBC began in 1963 and
Clue,- -Blame it on Rio,was canned in December of
-rhe Hand,- -Water; and
1982. -Edge of Night-Dirty Rotten Scoundrels.began on CBS on April 2,
Gene Hackman looked
1956. ABC picked it up in
embarrassed in -The
1975.
The show was
Package; -No Way Out;' finally
cancelled in
-Target; and -Superman
December of
1984.
IV: but he did do
Actors Joal Crothers
-Mississippi Burnning,(Miles Cavanaugh) and
last year, so I guess that
Dennis Parker (Derek
redeems him.
Mallory) died within a
Richard Pryor, an
year of EON's cancellation
extremely
talented
of different illnesses.
performer and comedian
-Search for Tommorrowhas consistently failed to
the oldest running soap,
strike gold on the screen
began on September 3,
in the '80s. Witness -Jo
1951. It was cancelled in . Q. What happened to Mr,
Jo Dancer Your Life is
T? '
December of 1986. The
Calling; -Bustin' Loose,soap began on CBS as a live
A. Who?
-Moving,- -Superman III;
15 minute show. It went
and -see No Evil, Hear No
".
to .30 minutes in 1968,
Evil: Even in his new' and switched to NBC in
Michael Russo
,film, -Harlem Nights,- he
1982. -Capitol; the first
contributed
plays second banana to
soap 10 be set in a real city
to this article'.
. Eddie ~1Jrphy, a most
(Washington, D.C.) began
unfitting fare for a man at
on March 26, 1972, and
ran on CBS. It ,w!l.S canned

- on
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Then and N.ow
1980

JANUARY
-Tentative plans to construct a $2 to $2.5 million
recreational facility on campus by 1981-82 ,were
unveiled by President Rizzini
.
-Fire ladders were installed on two buildings at
Almeida after a warning from the state fire marshall
that the buildings had inadequate fire escapes-A computer error gives SO-60 students GPR's a 6.5
4

FEBRUARY

-The' Student Senate recently drew up an
ambitious list of goals...ranging from organizing
student support against efforts to raise the drinking
age and reinstate registration for the· fraft, to an
exam of various campus services.
-The campus flag is ordered by William Rizzini to
be flown at half-mast in respect for the American
hostages in Iran

FEBRUARY
-

MARCH

-Following several widely publicized incidents of
sexual harrassment in the University of Rhode
Island domrs, and the discovery of an unexploded
bomb at RWC, the administration is scrambling to
tighten security at the college, and quell any
'possibility of adverse publicity.
, -Sixty-six percent of students surveyed by The Quill
are against the raising of the ~rinking age in R.I.,
while 22 percent were for 'it.
-An RWC sophomore, Diane Drake, was found
strangled on a beach in Middletown, a month later,
the case was still under investigation

APRIL

-Students could now major in English, history of
philosophy, instead of Humanities and then
concentrating on the one they wanted.
-~W<? eXhibite~. the colle,ct~p" IY<0.~~~.",Of ~:-yard
winning arch,ltectur.~I. ,pnotograpner ;.steve
Rosenthal in the architecture gallerY.
'.
-The college presented plans for a new dorm to the
Bristol Zoning Board of Review on April 11. RWe
was denied permission to go ahead with building
due in part to complaints by abutting neighbors.
RWC appealed. (The case is still in appeals court
as of 2113/89.)

APRIL

-A 20-year-old RWC student was in critical
condition after he lost control of his car, which then
hit a tree on Ferry Road. He died. April 29, 15 days
later.
.

-SEPTEMBER

MAY

-A water shortage threaten~ to close RWe
,
-Disagreement over a proposea pay raIse.. nas
delayed the signing of.a contract tetween faculty
and administration
-RWC welcomes 800 freshmen and transfers '.
-Lunches/dinners started being served in the RAT
due to the increase in the RI drinking age, which
was upped to 19
-Paul von Ringelheim of LA's sculpture "Going My
way" arr~ved from California. (now affectionately
called th~ Yellow Thing)

OCTOBER

.

-RWC purchases Almeida for $2 million
-Two RWC student~ were arrested and charged
with breaking into a greenhouse in Bristol on Oct.
17
.

NOVEMBER
-Ed Shaw is appointed Head of Security. His
duties include: Jirewatch, preventing crime by
intruders, outside damage, and destruction and
conducting serious college investig.ations
-Registrar Bart Schiavo is appointed Assistsn
"Academic Dean

DECEMBER

-Almost $1.5 Million is spent by RWC students in
Bristol each year, more than 20 times the $66,000
Bristol loses in property taxes because of the
college
-Mike Haxton and Tommy Morgan, two RW
football players did noJ receive recognition as 'AIImerican football players because the Studen
Senate treasurer forgot to mail the $185 check to
he National Colle iate Football Association

-Roger Williams says goodbye. to Nondas Hurs
VolI, director of Public Relations and Publication
and Sandi Masison,public relations assistant.
Their combined service to the, 'school equaled ove
10 years. Voll went on to the ~tate House as
Deputy Public .Information Officer. Masison went to
the Greater Providence Chamber of Commerc~ as
manager of communications.
-Governor DiPrete visited RWC"and spoke about
improving the business climate, encourt9ing a
diversified economy and developing the work force.

u8en

mbetof

.. 1;
'opmr8,; $ eylh 0
198~r get
ready to release the results after the preside'1
reviews it.
•
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"'Natale A. Sicuro becomes RWC's fift
president after William H. Rizzini, who Served
president of the college since 1978, resignatio
goes into effect as of July t.,
..
.
-Barnes -& Nobla·takes o_r;·tha$managememJOf th
bookstore.' c-h~nges included e~~andelP,srock.
-Renovations on'a new athletic field behind the R
Center begin."
. ' .
.
-Author and feminist Gloria Steinem visited RWe
. <> speak to a capacity crowd in the· cafeteria, on
"Women and Opportunities.~ In her ~edure;'Steihem
advocated reproductive fre.darn ;for~wofnen:a'S II
basic human right. ' .
. '. , : .

OCTOBER.

'

-A vendor suspected of silling counterfeit Ralex
watches is arrested in the Student Union lobby. . .
-The plan to reorganize the college' into ~ight
schools, each with its own dean~ is announced.:.The
reorganization is scheduled tc),being·July of 1990.
-A pilot recycling program starts - in the
Science/Busir,ess Building. The projects are
eventuallY expected to extend to the .entire campus.
-Adam West, otherwise known, -as the,-real Batm.n
from the original T.V. program Batman, visits RWe.

NOVEMBER

-Sgt. Detective Edmund Pierce of the Warwic
Police Department speaks about satanic worship
and cults, in a seminar on the subject sponsored by
RWC's Christian Fellowship.

DECEMBER

-An Open Forum is held to discuss students'
concerns about the impending reorga~ization. Two
students, four faCUlty and one administrator each
had five minutes to present his views 'on the
reorganization. A question & answer period
ollowed.
"
AI Goldstein, founder of Screw Mag~ine a. d Cal
hamas, former vice president of the now defunCt
Moral Majority come, to RWC" to debate
ornography.
" . ' ;.. ~

-----,--_.

What are _,some goal's you. hope to see accomplished in
your area in the ear iy 19 90s?

Court.ay Public' R.'atlona

Natale Sicuro
President of the
College
The Plan for the '90s remains
one of President Sicuro's top
priorities. The president said
ihII hoDe'lS fo develop a good,
well-defined, realistic plan
where the college will
continue to grow in quali!y
while providing educatIOn In
both the liberal arts and
professional niches.
The Law School study, is
another development Qoing
on right now, Sicuro said. ·,f
the study is positive we
shoulclproceed.. A law school
will gathir: S I f9tlQwif1G1 end
add presUge 'by gMng the
, state of Rhode Isfand more
opportunities to enhance the
practice of law,· he said. ·We
(RWC) are the logical choice"

Karen Haskell
Dean of Students
., have two goals. One is the
·first year experience for
freshmen, (in cooperation w~h
David Melchar, AcademiC
Advisor). The purpose of the
program is to absolutely every
new students opportunity to
succeed: through way of
personal attention by their
advisor and dean of students
area with skills we know
students need like critical
thinking, ethica~ decis.ionmaking
studymg, time
management. ; want to put a
lot of energy into the program.
I . think it will make the
djffitrence between a .student

itl'rttlvlffg . '''~' Ct .,. WUy

succeeding. I would also like
·to work on seeing RWC come
together both as individuals
and In living. units. Everyone
wants to feel.like they belong.
When we begin talking about
how we can do that, we can
start to feel like we belong..
In conjunction with this' goal,
Haskell said she thought
there would be more
volunteerism
among
individuals. Some students
have already done projects
here and there, Haskell said,
including volunteering at
soup
kitchens
and
participatin9 in hunger walks.
Responding
to
this
volunteerism possibly through
the creation of a eenter for
Volunteerism is yet another
goal of The Dean of Students
area.

Bin· O'Connell
Director
of
Auxiliary
and
Student Activities
There are many plans for the
Athletic Department, book
store, student activities, the
Student Center and the
College Conference Program,
all of which fall under
O'Connell's charge.
Athletics - ., want to use the
athletic program to generate
more spint on campus,
therefore in the 90s I want to
concentrate on bringing
students and fans to the

game:' 8OGk8to";

~.xt. uyear, ·the
bookstore will be completely
renovated and at that point
will be a real addition to
carJ1)US.·
Actlvities., will be
announcing the New Age
Cafe this spring to expose
students to different kinds of
PhilOSOphr and thought.
There wil also be further
integration of- conference
programs with the general
education program:

By Kary A.drews, Micbele Baccarella, aDd K_ St." _

Tony Ferreira
Val Mahoney
Coordinator
of Director of Dining
Student Activities Services
·One of our major goals for
the '90s is to build an
auditorium wi'th better
acoustics so we can h~ve
lectures in an appropn~te
facility. It would be use~ for
events such as musIc or
cultural events, lectures, and
even some concerts that ~re
too large for the Performing
Arts Center, but small for the
gym. We also hope to look
forward to putting on more
events that are co-sponsored
by clubs as financial and
people resources become
tighter. We also look. forward
to greater cooperation ~nd
{.yorldng toward developing
school bonds and school
·spirit. I think students will also
have increased awareness back to the grass roots social
issues like earth af'!d
environment. Students Will
become more involved with
theses Issues.

Robert Fetterhoff
Registrar

Courtesy

Gary Ke;ghley
Vice President of
D'evelop~ent
. Keigt}ley goals.for the early
. '90s are
"
1. To raise-' money for the
libra _ (Approximately $1.5
million of the total $4 million
has been raised to date.)
- 2.. F.:tindraising as part of
- deve pment is another
gosL concentrating hea~ily
in frie -raising and working
more closely with parents by
possi Ie forming a Parent
Adviso Board and forming
some alumni clubs which will
, try to unite 9,000 al~mni
. region lIy. More effort will be
made' to pay ,attention. to
alumni - making them feel like
part of the institUtion:

·One major thin9 is to enlarge
the present dining facility,
then add on to the North side
'of the building, and to create
three new meeting/dining
areas.
. The conege is
growing and there are few
areas for students groups and
faculty groups to meet. Other
plans Include redecoration,
redesigning the serving
facilities, offering a more
selective
menu,
and
.integrating the snack bar and
dining hall, Jo give students
on the meal J)1ari the cholee of
where to eat.·

~Raymond

Pete.rson
Bursar
"The, Implementation of new
and innovative sy~.tems, to
make things run qUicker and
smoother, and to improve
financial records' would be my
primary goals. This would,
enable us to reduce accounts
receivable, which is another
goal:

Fran Katzanek
Director of Career
Services
Courtesy Public Relations

Malcolm Forbes
Vice President' for
Academic ~ffairs
·ObviouSly the library' and
reorganization are two of the
biggest goals in my' area. The
Plan of the '90s Will go to the
Board (of' Trustees) in
September or October.·.

·The big goal is to. cr~at~ a
Senior Seminar, which IS like
an orientation for seniors. It
would take seniors on to the
next step, to life after Roger
Willi~ms College.
It would
prepare' seniors to .meet'
challenges like economics,
negotiating car purchases,
and
s,igning leas~s, for
example. We're hopln.g the
seminar will take place In the
early '90's~·

"I wolJld like to develop a
formal records management
program involvi~g cc:>overting
records to microfilm· and,
digital means and moving
inactive records to a storage
. sight. I would like to convert
to an on-line computerized
transcript system. Pttysical
renovation of the registrar
area would improve working
conditions. We would like to
have on-line preregistration
so that students will be able to
know right away what classes
are available or unavailable.
In general our goal. is to
provide a support service to
academics, faculty, and
students and improve the
quality of service in this role."
M....ng.r photo.
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Born on. the Fourth of July
Tom Cruise
Gripping powerful
Vietnam movie. Real life story of
Vietnam 'Veteran Ron Kovic. Tells the
story of Kovic's change from pro-war to
anti-war after. returning from Vietnam
paralyzed and with memories of killing'
one of his own men and innocent
villagers.
The scenes in the. war hospital and in
Mexico where Kovlc goes In search of
acceptance and love, are among the
most intense.
'.
Different from movies like ,Casualties
of War and Fu'lI Metal Jacket, Born on
the .Fourth of July brings the 'War
home and shows . the pain of Kovic,
who like many others, was a hero, but
a forgotten one. Academy' award
material . Cruise Is superb as he
undergoes Kovlc's metamorphisis fromAli-American high school hero· to
gung-ho soldier to the. defeated man
who returns home from war. *..**
Back to the Fu.tore, Part II (PG)
Michael J. Fox - Another fling in the
time machine with this merry sequel.
(Good)
-......;~..;"";,,,.....:.;,;..;;.....:.:..,;.;
........~--~~~~

The Brady Bunch All Grown Up - One of America's favorite families returned to prime
. time T.V. starting last Friday with a two-hour premiere. The aradyswill air weekly.
The royalty of reruns,
Am'erica's favorite fami1y, the Bradys, returned
to prime-time network
television .l§l..Jt(ICl~. .~-
"; two- our. preview ,;mo~i
on CBS.
.
All of the original cast
except Marcia (Maureen
McCormick) will return
for the movie, which will
set the scene for a weekly

one-hour series called
The Bradys.
A host of new cast
members among them,
~~ IV.
~ '"

,

i'.(

t •

the spouses, chi ren, and
love interests of the
ever-expanding Brady
. family.
The original cast
includes Robert Reed as

Mike; Florence Henderson as Carol; Ann B. Davis
as Alice; Leah Ayres as
Marcia; Eve Plumb as
I
,
try
a ,;~
Greg, Christopher Knight
as Peter and Mike
Lookinland as Bobby..

r

Love8t~ft,
Family Bulsiness (R)
Sean Connery - grandfather, son and
grandson are partners In crime; a
delightful caper comedy. (Good)

They say love is a many splendored thing. We say sometimes love
hurts.
Here are some quotes from some eloquent people who, from the.
sound of it, know what they're talking about.
":Many waters cannot
quench (.ave, n.eU:her' can
f£.ocxts Ilrown it." 1U.b[e, 80114} of 8ol.omon

Blaze (R)
Paul Newman - Lively, stlyish account
of Louisiana Gov. Earl Long and his
affair with stripper Blaze Starr. (Great)
Driving Miss Daisy (PG)
,-,organ Freeman - Powerful touching
story of friendship between black
chauffeur and Jewish widow. (Great)
Enemies, a Love Story (R)
Ron Sliver - Vivid, unique comedy~
drama involving a man with three
wives. (Good)
Harlem Nights (R)
Eddie Murphy - Flashy but awkward
and crude period comedy Involving
some black gangsters. (Fair)
The War of the Roses (R)
Michael Douglas - Black comedy of
marital blitz escalates Into excessive
nastiness.' (Fair)s

8:1·

"1"riendship often. ends
m Cove; &ut (.ave m
friendship - neI1U." CfIarWs CaUfJ Cotton.
"Lcwe (oob not wUh the
, &u.t wUh the mt.nc£:
...tnd 1huef01"e is wt.nqa£
cupid pai.n.wA &Unc£." ~e

"When. ther"e is (.ave, tf1ue
is pam." - Spanish

Prollerb
"'The course of Cove mwet'

did nm smoOth." ~e

(.ave wUh aU your
heArt, it onty ends m
achtnc}." - eoumee CulLen
"NeIIU

"Lcwe. wUh IIuy YOUI14}
prop[e, is a' heArtless·
&u.si-ness. We d.r"i.M at
that DCJE. from tnmt, 01"
to get Ilnmk: U is .only
£Gt« i-n U,fe that we
occupy oursetve& wUh the
i-MwidUGti-ty of our
wi-ne." - tsak Dt.nesen.

"'They Cove too much that
IUe for Cove." - EnqUsh

Proverb
"tmmatu.re (.aile says: 't
Cove you beA;g.u.se t need .
you.' rtatu.ce (.ave says:
'1. need you beA;g.use t .
lOIIe you.; .tri.ch- 1"romm
"Lolle is the inestible
des," to &e ~tred
trnststibty." Louis
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Sports
Profile': Kristine Mi·tchell
-.

By· Stephen Dwyer
Starr Writer

Kristine Mitchell. never
thought she wo-..Id beCome a
cheerleader In college..
.MltchEm, a senior from
Fairfield, CT, Is captain of
RWC's cheerleading squad
this year, and has been on
the team since 1986.
A marketing major with a
minor in finance, Mitchell
is very enthusiastic about
cheerleading this season.
-We have 16 girls now,she said. -This is really
good. It Is the most we've
had since I've been here.Mitchell nev~r Imagined
herself as a cheerleader
before college. -I never
thought I had it In me. My
younger sister used to

cheer. When she heard
what I was doing In college
she could not believe it.It has "ught Mitchell alot
abo u t h e r s elf .
-Cheerleading has given me
alot of self-confidence.
Being a shy person, I did
. not· think I could perform
In front of many people,Mitchell said.
An avid swimmer in high
school,' Mitchell had
contemplated swimming in
college.
-At first,Mitchen remembered, -I
was disappointed Roger
Williams did not have a
swim team.
For three
years, I really enjoyed
being on the diving team..
Mitchell's other
extracurricular activities
Include skiing and softball.

-I ski In the Killington Ski
Resort in Vermont and the
Pocono Mountains in
Pennsylvania when I get the
oppo~tunity
during the
season,- she said. -In the
summer, I play In the 0
Fairfield Women's softball ~
league"
0
Another Important:;
activity for Mitchell was i:
her Co"op assignment. -My ~
Co-op assignment at City 0
Trust, a regiorial bank In j
Connecticut,- Mitchell said, ra.
- It was Important in
RWC CheerleadinF. captain Kristine Mitchell
preparing me In the saTes
never thought she d become a cheerleader.
promotion field.
It also
took the place of a finance
career. -I want to get Into Fairfield or Sacred Heart
course"
.
sales promotion as a University.·
.
After the season ends and
career,- she said. -I plan
she graduates, Mitchel"!
to get my master's degree
plans
to"" pursue
a
In
marketing
from
prospective marketing
/

. Hawks get ,new· gUJlrtt

Men's Basketball Results Over Winter Break
DATE

OPPONENT

1/12

at Utica

1/13

OPP

RWC

at Kings Point

W/L

59

L

62

L

95

L

Regina College on Feb. 3,
54-56. Vinny Godwin lead
the Hawks with 18 points.
The
RWC
men's'· Godwin was named the
basketball team Is 1-3 Commonwealth Coast ConBy Nejl Nachbar
Staff Writer

winter break.
On Jan. 29, the Hawks
at Rhode Island Colleg.
95
90
W
"" .
lost at Western New Eng61
52
W
1/20
land College by a score ot
at Anna Marla
61 -:93. On Jan. 31, RWC
won at home against Gor1/23
at Curry
don College 78-73. The
Hawks dropped. a game to
Nichols College on Feb. 1.
Senior Lee Marelli went
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!"..---: ~!!!!!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-:-!!!
~ over the 1,000 point 'mark
In his career during that
game and pltch~d In 28 In a
.
II
e~\~~tL',
Cash value 1/20 oil cent
II losing cause.
The
Hawks
lost
at
Salve
~'''to i l l ' l"\t \:.

1/16

If Buy one Quarter Pounder~thCheeseSandWich II

II

GETONE
FREE
.

,"..

.

II ==E:;~m
II another one free. Limit one
per customer, per visit.
II coupon
Pleasc:presentco~po~when
II
II

II

ordenng. NotVllltd With
any other offer.
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oU.S.O.A, IllIpectecl 100,., lIN'
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w.;g!ll 1I.'Oi. coo~iIIt • OZ,

~-------------------------ITIS
A

expiration date 3/31190
address~ 636 Metacom ·Ave., Warren RJ..
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GOOD liME. . :
FOR·.THE
GREAtTAStE
.

•

Jan.29 - et>: -fJ. Godwin
averaged 24 points per
game for that week.
New to the team Is
freshman Anthony Luther.
Luther, a transfer student,
is from the University of
Alabama. He lives In
Washington D.C. aJ'd plays
guard.
Luther IEiad the awks
in scoring against Gordon
by contributing 25 in the
victory.
RWC Is now 3-3 in the
Conference and 5-1~.

•
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Your papers typed, ".,ellionally
proofread and ready to hand In: Starling
at $3.00 per' page. On.day. service
available.
.
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Rl!IUme consult8tion, ....up 1,~. cOpi~. '.
Starting .at $40.00.
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.Volleybal11 Profile: Palazzo
~__!i'-------~

By Stephen Dwyer
Starr Writer

Hockey was a spOrt I played
for eight years. Track was
something I never tried.
RWC Hawks volleyball The track coach at Henmiddle' hittl!r, Mike Pal- dricken wanted me to do the
azzo, will have an op- hurdles, sprints, and the
pOrtunity to try out for the long jump."
_
United States National team
Palazzo has been a strong
upOn graduation.
assets for the Hawks vol"It would be a great honor leyball program. Last year
to try out for the National he was ranked seventh in
team and. make it,"said the nation in blocking, with
Palazzo. "I am glad to be 1.69 blocks per game,
recognized as an East coast helping the Men's Volplayer. The greatest vol- leyball team reach the
leyball players have come NCAA playoffs against
Princeton.
. from the West coast."
Palazzo, 22, is currently
In 1988, as a senior,
a fifth year architecture Palazzo helped the Atstudent. He has played or· tleboro YMCA. make the'
ganized volleyball for five regional finals at the United
years and also participates States Volleyball Associn RWC floor hockey and iation (USVBA) tournbasketball.
ament. In the Baystate
"We are working to make Games, held in Boston .Iast
this opportunity for Mike year, his Attleboro team
through the American Vol- earnad a silver medal for
leyball Coach's Association making the finals.
"He can hit the ball as
(AVCA),'1' said Marcus
Jannitto, Head Coach of hard as anybody in the East
RWC Men's Volleyball.
(c?ast)," .Jannitto said. "I.
Palazzo, a native of Cran- think. Mike has enough
ston, R.1. was recruited his experience now to read·
senior year in high school what the other team is
by Joel Dearing, former doing on the court. It is
.Althletic Director and Head something he has learned."
Coach'9f M~~.and Wome.n'S'·· Pal~zzo'~ .sol,id frame and volleyball at RWC.. Dearing athletiC abl11ty compJetnen
was officiating a match his competitiveness. Wiry
Palazzo was playing in at and muscular.
Bishop Hendricken High
Palazzo stands at 6 feet 4
inches and weighs 190 Ibs.
School in Wa~ick.
~~rthem~~he~~

"I'll do anything to win
within the rules of the
game,"
he said.
"The
stronger the team, the.
higher the level I play."
Palazzo's success does not
make him practice less. He
works on his skills two to
three hours daily during
the season and plays in
USVBA tournaments in the
off-season.
Palazzo also enjoys
officiating matches and
coaching ·teams. He was an
official for the Association
of Volleyball Professionals
and the Bristol Recreational league.
"T~e past two summers I
was a counselor at Massachus.etts Institute of Technology (MIT) -and RWC
volleyball camps,~ Palazzo
said. "Right now, I am once
againthe Assistant Coach of
Bishop Hendricken's team."Palazzo also got some
exposure to playing and
coaching overseas in 1987.
"It was fun traveling to
Ireland with Joel Dearing,
Marcus Jannitto Kevin
Lynch (Hawks Assistant
Coach) and members of the
Women's Volleyball team to
p1a¥ Irish club' team and
cblleh hTgh sc~· teams,"
Palazzo said.
Being dedicated to his
sport and fulfilling the
requirements of a com-

"Heh~agre~n~u~

me he was building a build for the sport,"
program at Roger Williams Jannitto said. "He has great
and wanted to know if I was leaping ·ability, coordinterested," Palazzo said. ,ination, and hands. His long
That last year of high legs can propel him to a 30
school was his first year inch vertical leap."
. playing volleyball.
Like most successful ath"I played hockey and letes; Palazzo has a strong .
Oaseball .in high school. desire to compete and win.

ICLASSIC ClEANER;l

1Special - I
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I Wool Coats
$5.00
I
II
I'
.IL

excludln$J leathers, furs, seudes
and trl ms
Good Until

February 28,1990.

OPEN: M-F 7-6
. SAT 8-1

Classic Cleaners

592 Metacom Ave.
Warren R.t 02885

not valid with any other off~

-.~

I
II
I
I
I

I

Mike Palazzo, a fifth year architecture student
'plans to tryout for the United States National
Volleyball team after graduation.

,

petitive schedule to plan
my time is something that
must be done very carefully," Palazzo said, adding
that "during the season I
average five days a week
without sleep.
Luckily,
volleyball season is short."
When he is not involved
in his schoolwork· or
volleyball, Palazzo works
for Earthen Vessel, an appliance company in ProvId8nee. -, like .to
.
active," he said, "I payoff
my bills and work in my
spare time."
Palazzo wants volleyball

•·

~

~--~----~

Deposits and payments are being
.
taken in the auxiliary serVIces
office.
(In the student

unIon near the bay room.)

Hours: ,Monday - Friday,
9AM - l1A~1 ~nd

IPM - 3PM

All deposits are due by FEBRUARY 16th.
\

PLEASE GEf ALLDEPOSITS IN BEFORE DUE
DATE!!!

For any questions contact
/Tony Masone or Sarah Blanchard· 254-1232
'

1

to be a large part' of his
life, but he also wants to
make architecture essen. tial. "After college I may go
to California because of the
demand for architects," he
said.
"Because of the
earthquakes, there is a need
to design better buildings
and homes."
His love for the spOrt
will nEwer leave.
"If I
cannot make money through
vofleybatl."
said,"
wilt be a great way
free time."
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Fcbruary 13; 1990 Palc 17

at Peo111e MeWearing_""

Led by the fearless, Do'ug King,' a group
of RWe students left Rhode Island kind
of weather for a week-long Leg.1
"'As'peets of Marketing course In ,~
Jamaica. As you can see above;
Jamaica's classrooms are' a lot nicer
than Rhode Island's.

, Thc,Messcngcr, -
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Personals
-
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Joey, Happy Valentine's-, Phi.Up: Happy
Day to my best friendl ,- . Valentine's Day . ,.~,
Love, Leslie
. ' swe~theart Love, Squirtl
Mary, I love you very
much. Love, Tom
To the man with the
~Ior paTanoi~, from the

woman with the big ,
baskeL.Should I let you
empty it?
To Tom: I lov~ you. Mary
Diane Thanl,(s for your
support, Kid. Happy
Valentine's Day I Love
you much. Michael
.
Rugby 1. .

Michelle ·It's Deen a
. month and a half and it's
been awesome so far.
Words Cannot express'
h.ow important you are to
me. Happy Valentine's'
D~y .honey I Love; Bill

.

-'1'

(

'~

"."

.....

Sue G. You should
never bu rn bridges
behind you, someday
you may need to pass
. that way again. Robbie'

~

Erik "We'll shine like
stars in the summer
night, we'll shine like
stars in the winter night.
One heart, one hope,
one leve." Happy
Valentine's Day. I love
you,forever. Love, Chris.

To my D.J. - When I look
at you - my heart skips a
beat and I know I am in
HEAVEN. See you next
Wednesday night. It's
your turn to buy.
WHATEVER! Love, Your
new #1 hit.

Jess, Long live the Iistll

To Shelli, Thanks for the·
cute boys night. Mary
Hello Susan! Please
keep your roommate.
away from me for the
rest of the semester.

!;Qve/ rim:,
r.:-

,';

~When Icall Mom,

she either wants
to talk art or football.
,Usually tbotball?' .

'

•~

Unit 12 is'the best unit.
Dad.

-

Happy Valentine's Day,
Lumpy and SpudslL~ve
Squirt!

,

- .
/

.'

Hey hands, pry opent
any sh.ol:Jlder"bl8des I
lately. "th.nk mine
closed .up again. Hint,
hint. This week. Please?
Keep on makin' those
donuts'guys!!! Love ya'"Crunchyl"
Lo ,
t
onkeys,
dechnere's parking lot
ana my lavonte alTreaOI K.
t;i~y,,yp ~it~,m~t,~~lUla

Abdul, Mad,or:maJ shirt;
Thi:m.ks 'fpr dinner, orily.
three years later, but iJ
was woIth·
,
'.
it...Michael...Happy 21.st!!
Happy>Valentine's Day! I!
Learn;t1o"i'to park! - ~.

her know the score.
AlO-minute coast-to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day >yith '
-'A1&T, costs less than $3.o0~ Alid
~
with fast connections and immediate credit for wmng numbers, how
can you miss?
.
'. "
fur more information on'
IfI&T Long Distance SenJice, and
products like the AI&[ Card, call
. 1 800.:525-7955, Ext. 100.

Hey Posato, Happy 1.1 th
Anniversary I Perky','1

Kary,.Happy V.D.
(Valentine's Day) from

Amls P~M;'

",. ...

;..' qn
~.l

; '.
I

..

;1·

.

,

Go ahead, call her ulJ-and let

,

'Add appl ieahle iaxes arid SlJlth~es, -

,

Marc~, H~r;>PY ~utfi n Day.
Ilove\iou~ .. lots· and lots.
Love ,m~.>., ,~

·Gary,..We ~ave' -'
"unfinished business" to
take care of-:'-How do you
say\ziAf~~del?'1 want
you.
.
Jonathan 'Trahan
Thanks for. being so
speaa/.' I love yo·u.
Suzette
•

\
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Miscellaneous
,

'

HOUSE FROM PAGE, 8
Aside from Marble House,
there are six other mansions you can visit, including the Breakers, owned by Cornelius Vanderbilt,
William's brother.
Admission is $4.50 for
Marblehouse and $5.50 for
the Breakers for a onehour tour. The cost of admission is used by the
Newport, County Preservation Society" which

,.

currently owns all of the
properties, for preservation and restoration.
So, if you are looking for
something!
do, why not
take a trip through the past
and take a peek into the
lives of the lich and famous
of the1800s. You have to
see it to believe- it.
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FOR~S'RLE

RA Y-BAN SUNGLASSES
)

40-50%OFF SUG. RET.

for free' info send SASE
to Edwin's 2641 .main st.
West Barnstable, Ma.
, 02668 or can
(508) 382~5489

.
Two-light tables

'RFTER'RBORTIOD
HELPLlDE, "-IDC.

, ·perfect' for .
·architecture and

Need to ,talk?
May we help?
Compassionate.
Confidential. '

art majors.

'

CHEAP!,

Every Evening 7:1.0 PM

Call the messenger- at

.

r.·

,

IMPACT FROM PAGE 3
c I ~ s s , ~~
To pJ
sa id , are a large part of that type ~
course.
Another
contrasting this with 'a
lecture course where it consideration would also be
might have less of an classroom space, he added.
impact to up the class size
since lecture and testing

Assemble products at home.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885
EXL w-18883
-
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URGEDTII Reps to
-' Promote 10m priced
.spring Break, ~unlSki
.,.

",..

..... '

~

J.

,

"'--

CONTEST'·F0RM
-.

-=-----,--_..;..

/

BERCH

ATI'ENTION: EASY WORK

of

NAME.

'.

Call ·941-3050

. EXCELLENT PAY!!!!'

...

.

Ext. 2229.

FREE FLORIDA FOR
SPRING BREAK
Bam $600 and a free trip
in one month pan - time ' ..
Call Steve (800) 8~ 9100

.

,

PHONE",",-,

PartV·Tours
Free Tripsiand~

Call Hi-Life ...
.~ /
"

..
,

1-800-263-5601

---'-_ _

010 YOU RECEIVE 'A TELEPHONE BOOK WITH A liST OF LocAL BUSINESSES
LISTED ON THE INSIDE COV~R ?

-Ne?W

Ponsniouth- 10
"tram campus
3 bedrooms left..
$275.00 per month
plus utilities

minu~es

GO TO BAY TANNING- 253-2700- METACOM AV. FOR YOU.R FREE COPY I
They are GREAT to keep your friends phone "s in and you'll need it to WIIN wonderful
PRIZES I . '
The following is a list of businesses in your book. Refer to that book for the addresses & go
to these stores and have them stamp your form. We want you to see where we ~re & what
we to offer you l

Call Gloria,
Century 21

>•

KENNY'S AUTO BODY

CUSTOM CAR CARE

.'

. CRIMSON & CLOVER

HAIR RAISERS, ,INC

Facial tanner from
PJ'S $750 value

ATTENTION-HIRING!

$25 gift certificate,from
HARBORTOWN

Government jobs- your area.
Many immedialc openings
without waiting list or test.
..- • ...,......_.-

JIM'S AUTO BODY:

CARE FREE AUTO

HENREY'S CORNER POCKET '\ RICOTTI'S

CERAMIC piece

"-.

TOWNE COFFEE SHOPPE

PJ'S TAN & TONE'

$20 gift certificate from
LUKES INN

CERAMICS UNLIMITED

HARBORTOWN TRAVEL

HAIRRAISERS
Beauty gift pack

LUKES

IN~

/

-1-

. $75 Towards you~
next dent from
KENNY'S AUTO

.

Champagne from
CAREFREE ·AUTO
AND MUCH MORE I

1st IMPRESSIONS RESUME

Free - Spring Break
Trip - Free
Promote and e&<X>rt our
Daytona Tr1>, Good Pay
and Fun. C811 (CMI)
Campus Marketing.
.
)

1-800-423-5264

TOUCH OF GlASS
ATIEN11ON: EARN .
\-

·DROP OFF POINT
Bay Tanning
Metacom Av.

.CONTEST ENDS
February 23

.. ~

..

DATE WINNERS POSTED'
February 24 at BAY TANNING

253~2700

We will try to call the winners but you can check at Bay Tanning in case we can't get in
.'- ,
touctrwith you... GOOD LUCK.'
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RALPH NADER
The
f·

Cons~u·me-r

Movement

Author and foul)der of Public Citizen, Inc., Nader is renowned for his
support of the Am~pcan. citizen. Even hiS h~shest critics will
~c~owledge that "N(>living American is respo.nsible for more
ebncrete impr~veIJ;lep.ts in (oUr) society." - The ~.ew Republic
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Stud:ent Cente.r
7:45 Doors open
-

Direct any questions to Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary
Services and Student Activities 253-1040,ext. 2153

